Abstract. We prove an addition formula for Jacobi functions r ~' ~) (~17_~-~) analogous to the known addition formula for Jacobi polynomials. We exploit the positivity of the coefficients in the addition formula by giving the following application. We prove that the product of two Jacobi functions of the same argument has a nonnegative Fourier-Jacobi transform. This implies that the convolution structure associated to the inverse Fourier-Jacobi transform is positive.
Introduction
For fixed a, fl Jacobi functions qg] "'a) form a continuous orthogonal system on R + with respect to the measure (sh t) 2"+1 (ch t) 2p+1 dr, generalizing the cosines ~,o(z-a/2'-l/2)(t)=cos2t. In [3] , [6] , [10] the authors developed harmonic analysis for Jacobi function expansions, including a positivity result for the convolution product associated to these expansions.
The main result of the present paper is a similar posifivity result for the dual case, i.e. the convolution product associated to the inverse Fourier-Jacobi transform (a~fl~-+).
Equivalently, we prove that the Fourier-Jacobi transform a(21, 22, .) of the product t~-~qg~P)(t)q~a)(t), (21,22ER) is nonnegative. By using group theoretic considerations FLENSTED-JENSEN [4] and MIZONY [14] proved this result for special values of ct, ft. A similar positivity result of the dual convolution structure associated to Jacobi polynomial expansions was first proved by GASPER [8] . KOORNWINDER [13] applied the addition formula for Jacobi polynomials in order to obtain a new proof of the just mentioned result of Gasper's. Here we follow a similar approach and, therefore, we have first to derive the addition formula for Jacobi functions. This addition formula is an expansion of cp(x~,P)(Arc ch[ch q. ch t2 + re ir sh q-sh t21) * The first author was partially supported by the Danish Natural Science Research Council. in terms of certain orthogonal polynomials Rk, t in the two variables r cos ~0 and r 2, with expansion coefficients (~, ~) (~, #) (~, #)
7k, t ()o)q~,k,~(tOq~,k,Z(t2),
where the functions .-~"a) are "associated Jacobi functions" and 7~k~ia)(2)_-->0 for "/*2, k, l real 2. The nonnegativity of the coefficients 7k,~ is of crucial importance for our applications of the addition formula. In a companion paper [7] we give another application of the addition formula for Jacobi functions. It presents a new approach to certain results of Kostant's dealing with a characterization of those values of 2 for which a spherical function q~z on a given noncompact rank one symmetric space is positive definite.
In a forthcoming paper we will derive similar results as in the present paper for the functions (1.1) tp~,~(y, 0):= (e ~~ ch y)~p~'~)(y), which were studied by the first author [4] , [5] in the cases e=0, 1, 2 .... by an interpretation as spherical functions.
The addition formula for Jacobi functions: statement of the result
The Jacobi function ~p~'P) is given (cf. R~'a)(z) := eFI(--p, p+c~+fl+ 1; ~+1; 1(1 --z))
q~"a) (t) = R ('' p) tch 2t).
(i~,--~t--fl--1)/2 k xi If ~, fl>-l, nCZ+ then R~.~'P)(x) is a polynomial of degree n in x satisfying R~'P)(1) = 1 and the orthogonality relations These polynomials can be defined in terms of Jacobi polynomials by
The orthogonality relations are given by (2.8) The associated Jacobi functions ~o (',a) are defined in terms of Jacobi functions by 2, k, l (2.12) 
Remark2.2. If e=fl>-+,
r=l or ~>fl=-~, q~=0, n then (2.13) still holds. In view of (2.10), (2.11) it then degenerates to a single series. The two cases are related by the quadratic transformation
. A further degeneracy in the addition formula occurs if e=fl= 1 2' r=l, q~=0 or n. Then (2.13) has only two terms at the right hand side.
Our 
Proof of the addition formula for Jacobi functions
The proof we will give below is analogous to the proof of the addition formula for Jacobi polynomials in [12] . The main difficulty compared to the Jacobi polynomial case is the convergence proof of the series in (2.13). 
f2f2f(rcos O, r2)dr~,.p(r, O) = ffaf(x, Y) dm,-B-,.~-(,12)(x, Y)
for all continuous functions f on f2 (cf. (2.6)). For /~EC and tl, t2ER we have the product formula (cf. [6, (4.1)]):
Proof Apply Lemma 4.1 in [12] and observe that formula (4.7) in [12] can immediately be generalized to the case of noninteger n. Finally apply the product formula (3.
2). [] The functions (r, ~l)--~R(k~,tB--l'lJ-(ll~))(rcos ~1, r 2) (k, IEZ, k>=l>=O) form a complete orthogonal basis of the Hilbert space L2([0, 1]
• zt],drh,,a). The lemma gives the "Fourier" coefficients of (~,a) c Ru ( h 2A(q, t2, r, $)) with respect to this basis. The corresponding expansion with t 1 replaced by -q, and # by 1(i2_ ~-//-1) and with substitution of (2.3) and (2.12) shows that, for fixed ta, t2, 2, ~,//, (2.13) holds in L~-sense with respect to the measure drh,, a.
The absolute and uniform convergence of (2.13) will follow from a general result for expansions of C=-functions f(x, y) in terms of the polynomials ~,P) (x, y) R("P)(x y) (see Theorem 3.6 below). First we need estimates for --n,m n,m ". ,
as n---oo. 
D~'a)R~,~,'~a)(x, y) = --(n+m)(n+m+2c~+2fl+3)R~,~,~)(x, y).
Proof. It is clear from (2.7) and (2.8) that R(~,P)t~-y) is the polynomial with. 
R'.:,.")(x, y)D t'p) (xk-ty l) dm,,p (x, y) = 0
if k<n or k=n, l<m. Formula (3.10) also implies that
D (~' P)R~,~,' m p) (x,y) = -(n + m) (n + m + 2~ + 2fl + 3) R,t;
;, p) (x, y) +"lower" terms.
Now (3.9) follows by orthogonality. [] For fELl(f2, dm~,a) let (3.11) f^(n, m) := ff~ f(x, y)R(.~,d)(x, y) dm~, a (x, y).
As a consequence of Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 and the estimate xt~,a)= "'Bj//I d~(n 2t'l+ztaJ+2) as n-~oo, uniformly in m, we conclude: Theorem 3.6. Let fEC~(K2). Then for each z>0 we have (3.12) and the absolute convergence of (3.13) are also uniform on S.
converges absolutely, uniformly on I2, and its sum equals f (x, y). If f depends on an additional parameter sES such that, for each kEZ+, (D("a))kf is uniformly bounded on f2XS then the estimate
Application of this theorem to the series (2.13) completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. The cases ct=fl>-{, r=l and ~>fl= 1 --f, q~=0, 7r can be proved in an analogous but more simple way. See [3] or [10] for a proof of these facts.
In [6] we calculated the kernel g~,a(tl, t~, ta) such that (4.6)
f2fof(A(q,t~,r,~,))dr~,a(r,O)= fo f(tz)K,,a(tl, t2, ta)dlG, a(ta)
for all f~L~o ~ ([0, co), dye, a), cf. (2.14), (3.1) and (4.2) for the definitions of A, drh~,a, d/z~,a, respectively. Using this we defined the convolution of two functions f, g C L ~ frO, ~), a~, a) by
(t~)g(ta) K='a(q' t2, ta) dl4,a(t2)dY,,lj(ta).
Notice that we can also write this in the form , ~) , dp).
Lemma4.1. Let l<-p<2 and FELP([O,~),d#). Then F^(2)=>0 Jbr all
Proof. Since or is a L2-isomorphism and (F.g) ^ =F ^ .g^ we have (4.12)
for all gEL2([0, ~), dp). If F ^ =>0 then (4.11) follows. On the other hand assume (4.11) for all gEC o. By continuity, (4.11) holds for all g~LZ([0, ~), dp). Hence, in view of (4. (4)w~ (4) (4)g^ (4)dv (4) a0-x, 4., ~. The left hand side of the above inequality equals (4.15) fo ~fo ~fo ~ g(tl)g(t2)f~21(ts)~0).2(t3)K(tl, tg~, t3)d~l(tl)d~l(t2)d~l(t3).
) := (~1~o~) ~(4~) ~-fo q&~(t)~Pa~(t)~Pa3(t) d#(t).
We first compute, using (4.6), fo w~ (ta) cp;~2 (ta) K(tl, t2, t3) d# (ta) = f~ fo ~o~(A(q, t~, r, r t~, r, r
~).
We can now use the addition formula (2.13) for cpx~ and cpx~, and the orthogonality relations (2.8) for j~(~-#-1,#-(1/2)) to find that this is equal to
with absolute convergence, uniformly on compact subsets of (tl, t2)ER ~. Now inserting in (4.15) In a forthcoming paper we will prove this result by analytic methods, also for noninteger a. is well-defined for 2, 20ER. As another application of the addition formula it is possible to prove the nonnegativity of b,,a;~,~(20, 2) under certain conditions for a, fl, ;~, 6 (cf. the analogous results in Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 6.1 of [13] ). In particular, we obtain that [4, w 12] ) can be obtained by using the addition formula for the functions (1.1). Therefore, we postpone a more detailed discussion of this problem to our subsequent paper.
